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Abstract—Automatic crash reporting tools built in many software systems allow software practitioners to understand the origin of field crashes and help them prioritise field crashes or bugs, locate erroneous files, and/or predict bugs and crash occurrences in subsequent versions of the software systems. In this paper, after illustrating the structure of crash reports in Mozilla, we discuss some techniques for mining information from crash reports, and highlight the challenges and issues of these techniques. Our aim is to raise the awareness of the research community about issues that may bias research results obtained from crash reports and provide some guidelines to address certain challenges related to mining crash reports.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, crash reporting tools are embedded in many software systems to collect information about crashes in the field (i.e., when a program stops functioning properly in a user environment). Crashes with the same crashing signature, the stack trace of the failing thread, will be grouped into a crash type. Usually, software quality managers prioritise crash types by the number of crash occurrences, then file the top crash types into bug reports. Crash reports provide useful reference to analyse and resolve bugs. They help software practitioners locate erroneous code, understand the impact of failures, and prioritise crash-related bug reports.

Leveraging crash reports, previous studies propose new ideas to improve the current software maintenance techniques. Khomh et al. [1] analysed crash reports of Mozilla Firefox and proposed an entropy metric that reveals the distribution of the occurrences of crashes among end users. Wang et al. [2] studied the crash reports of Firefox and stack traces of Eclipse. They proposed five rules to automatically identify correlated crash types. In a recent study, we also analysed crash reports from Mozilla products to identify bugs that affect a large population of users [3].

However, some inherent properties of crash reports may challenge the research conclusions if researchers and software practitioners do not take care of them when they mine information from crash reports. For example, user information is not always available in crash reports, and the many-to-many relationship between crashes and their related bugs increases the difficulty of analysis. Furthermore, since there are not enough publicly opened crash collecting databases, researchers can hardly estimate the latent peril due to some of these issues (e.g., lack of precise users’ information) or validate the generalisability of their findings.

In the rest of this paper, we describe the structure of a crash report before presenting some analytic techniques to mine implicit information from crash reports. For each of the techniques, we discuss its challenges and issues. After giving an overview of the related work, we conclude the paper with suggestions for future studies.

II. STRUCTURE OF CRASH REPORTS

In this section, we take crash reports from Mozilla Socorro server (Mozilla’s crash collecting database) [4] as an example to describe the typical crash collecting system.

Mozilla delivers its applications with a built-in automatic crash reporting tool: Mozilla Crash Reporter, which sends a crash report to the Mozilla Socorro server, once end users encounter an unexpected halt of the application. Each crash report records a stack trace of the failing thread and other information about the user’s environment. A stack trace is an ordered set of frames where each frame indicates a method signature and a link to the corresponding source code. Source code information is not always available in the frames, especially when a frame belongs to a third party binary [1].

Fig. 1: A sample crash report from Firefox

Figure 1 shows a sample crash report from Mozilla Firefox. Among all information provided in a crash report, researchers and software practitioners may be interested in the following attributes when they study crashes for software maintenance:

- **crash signature**: top method signature of a crash. Crashes with the same crash signature are grouped into one crash type in the Socorro server [1].
- **Install age**: the time in seconds from the installation until the crash occurred.
- **Crash date**: the point of time when the crash was reported.
III. ANALYSIS OF CRASH REPORTS AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we describe some analytic techniques of crash reports for software maintenance and discuss their challenges and issues.

A. User identification

When we study crash reports, an important process is to identify unique users who encounter crashes in a software system. Mapping crashes to different users can help software practitioners understand the dispersion of these crashes in the user base and determine the priority of related crash types and bugs. However, user identity is not always available. For example, Mozilla crash reports do not contain personal information indicating unique users reporting the crashes due to privacy concerns. Khomh et al. [1] used a heuristic where they took installed point of time (subtraction of crash date from install age) of the studied system to identify different users (noted as install profiles). In our recent work [3], which consisted in studying the crashing impact of bugs on the user population base, we used a vector of computer configuration (combination of CPU type, OS name, and OS version) to represent different “users” (noted as machine profiles) in a system.

However, these user identification heuristics may lead to inconsistent results. For example, when we apply the heuristic by install profile, two users who install an application at the same point of time (by second) may encounter quite different types of crashes. When we apply the heuristic by machine profile, users with the same computer configuration may also exhibit different crashing characteristics. In other words, users that happened to install a software at the same time or in the same model of computer, especially for enterprise users whose computers are uniformly configured or software is simultaneously installed, may behave differently, and should not be clustered together in terms of crash analysis.

B. Mapping between crashes and bugs

When we study the characteristics of bugs related to field crashes, we should map crash reports to their corresponding bugs in order to understand the distribution of crash-related bugs in the user base. Using the information provided in crash reports and bug reports, there are two general ways to link related bugs and crashes.

On the one hand, we can use the bug lists indicated in crash reports to directly map crashes to bugs. However, some crashes are reported before the opening of their corresponding bugs. If we apply the direct mapping only, we may omit the information about these crashes.

On the other hand, we can also perform an indirect mapping from crashes to bugs via crash types. In other words, we perform a two-step mapping as following: we map each bug to a set of crash type (i.e., a group of crashes with the same crash signature), then map each crash type to a set of crash reports. Concretely, we build two hash tables, \( \text{dict}_\text{bug} \) and \( \text{dict}_\text{crash} \). In any item of \( \text{dict}_\text{bug} \), the key is a bug ID and the value is a set of crash signatures. In any item of \( \text{dict}_\text{crash} \), the key is a crash signature and the value is a stack\(^1\) of crash reports. By associating the two hash tables, we can finally map a bug to a set of corresponding crash reports, even including those lacking bug information (i.e., crashes reported before the creation of the bugs). Similarly, to investigate the crash distribution in the user base, we can also link different users (represented by install profiles or machine profiles) to a bug by analysing the bug’s related crash reports. Algorithm 1 and 2 show the pseudocode to link a bug to the users suffering its related crashes.

\(^1\) Every new crash report / crash occurrence will be appended at the end of the structure.

The mapping script in Python and example data are available in the following repository:
http://swat.polymtl.ca/anle/data/SWAN2015/

---

Algorithm 1: Map different crashed users to a crash type, and map different crash types to a bug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Input</strong></th>
<th>signature, user, buglist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>if</strong></td>
<td>signature in dict_crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>then</strong></td>
<td>stack_user ← dict_crash[signature]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>add</strong></td>
<td>user to stack_user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>else</strong></td>
<td>stack_user ← new stack with user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>in</strong></td>
<td>dict[signature] ← stack_user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>foreach</strong></td>
<td>bug in buglist do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>if</strong></td>
<td>bug in bug_dict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>then</strong></td>
<td>set_signature ← dict_bug[bug]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>add</strong></td>
<td>signature to set_signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>else</strong></td>
<td>set_signature ← new Set with signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>in</strong></td>
<td>dict[bug][bug] ← set_signature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 2: Map crashed user occurrences to their bugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Input</strong></th>
<th>dict_bug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>foreach</strong></td>
<td>bug in dict_bug do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>set</strong></td>
<td>signature ← dict_bug[bug]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>foreach</strong></td>
<td>signature in set_signature do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>in</strong></td>
<td>dict_crash[signature]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>concatenate</strong></td>
<td>stack_user to occur_user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
The many-to-many relationship increases the difficulty to map a bug to its corresponding crash reports. Compared with the direct mapping, the concatenation operations (in Algorithm 2) in the indirect mapping require more execution time. Usually, crash analysis involves a big dataset (e.g., Mozilla receives 2.5 million crash reports on the peak day each week, namely, around 50GB of data need to be processed every day [6]), reducing time complexity of the mapping technique can help researchers and software practitioners improve their analytic efficiency to early understand the impact of the crash-related bugs.

To mitigate the above mentioned problems, we can combine the direct and indirect mapping techniques together. In other words, if the bug list is available in a crash report, we will use the direct mapping; otherwise, the indirect mapping will be applied. The combined approach can effectively reduce the mapping algorithm's time complexity while linking a bug to all its possible crash reports. Besides, according to our case study [3], direct mapping and indirect mapping may lead to results with subtle difference. Suppose a bug $B$ is due to a crash $C_1$ pertaining to the crash type $CT$. Another crash $C_2$ also classified as type $CT$ might not be related to the bug $B$. Because most software organisations, such as Mozilla, group crashes with the same “top frames” (in a stack trace of failing thread) into a crash type. When a stack trace contains a lot of frames, different software organisations may extract different numbers of “top frames” as crashing signatures. Different criteria for the selection of the “top frames” may result in different distributions of crash types, and translate into different mappings between crashes and bugs. Therefore, to make sure the mapping results with a high precision, efficiency, and completeness, we suggest that software practitioners prioritise the direct mapping before resorting to the indirect mapping using crash types.

C. Relationship between crashes and bug fixes

Furthermore, we can also map crash reports to bug fixes to investigate whether developers efficiently addressed reported field crashes and estimate the effort required to fix the crashes. There are two ways to link a crash type to its corresponding bug fixes, via bug reports and by text analysis. In our previous work, we described a technique to map fixing commits to bug reports [7]. So we can use bug reports as an intermediary to link crashes and commits. On the other hand, if a bug contains different crash types that are then related to many bugs, it is better to directly link a crash type (in the crash collecting system) to bug fixes (in the version control system) by comparing the stack trace of the failing thread in crash reports and the revised code in bug fixes. Namely, we check whether the crash-related code (or in a coarse level, the file of this code) is revised in any revisions. Linking a crash to its revisions, we can compute the fixing duration and the number of involved developers of the crash, i.e., the crash’s fixing effort.

Although bug fixing commits could be used to assess the effort (or estimated effort) required to fix a crash type, some factors may challenge the results of this approach. Especially, if we use bug reports to link a crash type and its corresponding bug fixes, some kinds of bugs may “exaggerate” the required effort of a crash type. For example, some re-opened bugs, i.e., bugs that have been opened more than once, may be due to an inactive attitude of software developers (i.e., these bugs have been prematurely closed) [7]. The bug fixes ported before the re-opening to these bugs should not be taken into consideration when computing the required effort. Moreover, crashes due to non-reproducible bugs [8] may bias effort estimations as well, because these bugs only show up on certain machines (from certain users), and do not affect other users. Joorabchi et al. [8] found that many non-reproducible bugs are mislabelled, because the available resolutions in the repositories do not cover all possible scenarios. These “defects” are mainly due to wrong configuration of a software, and should not have been classified as bugs. If software managers compute the fixing effort of the false positive bugs as other bugs, they may overestimate the trivial issues while omitting the serious ones.

D. Localisation of buggy files

Crash reports can help for fault localisation as well. There exist plenty of studies on automatic bug localisation. For example, Liblit et al. [9] studied predicate patterns in correct and incorrect execution traces. They proposed an algorithm to separate the effects of different bugs and identify predictors associated with individual bugs. Nessa et al. [10] introduced a bug localisation algorithm based on N-gram analysis to rank the executable statements of a software by level of suspicion. Wang et al. [2] proposed an algorithm based on crash correlation groups to locate and rank buggy files by analysing the stack traces in correlated crash types. Crash reports provide failing source code location in their stack traces, but this information is not always complete (e.g., in the sample shown in Figure 1, source code information is not available in some frames). There are generally three types of source code information given in a crash report. In the best case, buggy files’ path are directly indicated in the frames of a stack trace. Sometimes, crashed method signatures are provided in the stack trace. We should iteratively search the signatures in every file of source code repository to locate the possible buggy files. In the worst case, just crashing memory address or a textual description is given in the frames from which we can hardly locate the source of a bug.

Nevertheless, we should not only rely on crash reports to locate erroneous code, because this technique is merely applicable to crash-related bugs while not all crash reports contain related files’ location or crashed methods. Bug fixes are another source to discover buggy files. We can apply the heuristic described in [7] to link a bug to its related bug fixes then identify the changed files in the bug fixes. In our case study with Mozilla, Eclipse, Netbeans, and Webkit, we found that bug reference is not always available in bug fixes, i.e., some bugs may not be able to get linked to their bug fixes by this heuristic. Therefore, crash reports could be used as a complementary source to detect buggy file locations.
E. Suggestions

When conducting empirical studies with crash report data, researchers should pay attention to the above mentioned issues. Before drawing any conclusion, the threats to validity (e.g., user identification technique) should be carefully discussed. In addition, different software organisations may design their crash reports in different format and structure. At the time of writing this paper, too few crash collecting databases have been publicly available to researchers. Mozilla Socorro is the only source that we can explore for a pertinent case study.

We hope that more software organisations could share their crash collecting databases to allow researchers to verify the generalisability of our proposed approaches as well as other related work and verify whether the above mentioned issues are relevant in a larger context (i.e., beyond the case of Mozilla).

By analysing crash reports from different organisations, we can also propose ideas to improve the current structure of crash reports and crash collecting systems to help software organisations augment their productivity, user satisfaction, and reduce their maintenance effort.

IV. RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce some related work on mining crash reports.

Podgurski et al. [11] introduced an automated failure clustering approach for the classification of crash reports, in order to facilitate their prioritisation and the diagnostic of their root causes. By mining crash reports in Mozilla Firefox, Khomh et al. [1] proposed an entropy-based approach that can be used to identify crash types by not only their crashing frequency but also their crashing dispersion among users. Inspired by the work of Khomh et al., Wang et al. [2] analysed crash information in Firefox and Eclipse, and proposed an algorithm that can be used to locate and rank buggy files as well as a method to identify duplicate and related bug reports. Kim et al. [12] studied crash reports and impacted source files in Firefox and Thunderbird to predict top crashes before a new release of a software.

Most of these researchers used Mozilla Socorro crash reporting system as a subject system. Because, as far as we know, only the Mozilla Foundation has opened the crash reports to the public [2]. Though Wang et al. [2] studied another system, Eclipse, they could obtain crash information only through the stack traces contained in the bug reports (instead of using crash reports). However, stack trace information is not always available in bug reports for the majority of software systems. Dang et al. [13] proposed a method, ReBucket, to improve the current crash reports clustering technique based on call stack matching. But their subject crash collecting database, Microsoft’s Windows Error Reporting (WER) system, is not always available in bug reports for the majority of software systems. However, researchers still have to face some challenges and issues when studying field crash reports: such as the lack of precise information about users or buggy files in crash reports, the many-to-many mapping between bugs and crash reports, which makes it difficult to link a crash to its bug fixing commits, and even the lack of open source crash report databases. These issues may challenge the conclusions drawn from these studies and should be carefully taken into account when conducting empirical studies in the future. Especially, the last issue greatly limits the generalisation of the ideas developed in previous studies.

In this paper, we illustrate the structure of crash reports in Mozilla, then describe some crash analysis techniques and discuss their corresponding problems. We appeal that more software organisations share their crash report databases for future researchers in order to improve our knowledge of the problems. Various subject systems can also provide different perspectives to help crash report designers improve current crash reporting systems and further help software practitioners improve the satisfaction of their end users.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Previous studies on mining crash reports proposed approaches to improve crash triaging, locate buggy files and duplicate bug reports, as well as predict top crashes in future versions of a software system. However, researchers still have to face some challenges and issues when studying field crash reports: such as the lack of precise information about users or buggy files in crash reports, the many-to-many mapping between bugs and crash reports, which makes it difficult to link a crash to its bug fixing commits, and even the lack of open source crash report databases. These issues may challenge the conclusions drawn from these studies and should be carefully taken into account when conducting empirical studies in the future. Especially, the last issue greatly limits the generalisation of the ideas developed in previous studies.

In this paper, we illustrate the structure of crash reports in Mozilla, then describe some crash analysis techniques and discuss their corresponding problems. We appeal that more software organisations share their crash report databases for future researchers in order to improve our knowledge of the problems. Various subject systems can also provide different perspectives to help crash report designers improve current crash reporting systems and further help software practitioners improve the satisfaction of their end users.
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